Safe Christmas
Parties
How to Host Fun and Safe Holiday Parties
During Covid-19
The risk of being infected by Covid-19 is greatest when large crowds gather indoors,
without observing safe social distancing norms.
The risk of infection will be less in a restaurant, where people are seated in smaller groups
while maintaining social distancing; both within and in-between groups. Thus far, relatively
few Covid-19 cases are traced back to restaurants and nightlife, where infection control
measures are followed.
Risk of infection increases when alcohol is involved. Guests may forget to maintain social
distancing, and tend to mingle and move about in the room more. At a Christmas Party,
larger groups than normal tend to congregate at restaurants, and guests normally mingle
and often consume more alcohol than normal.
All this considered, The Norwegian Hospitality Association firmly believe that it is possible
to host fun and safe gatherings, albeit with a slightly altered approach to planning. On the
following page, you'll find our tips and pointers to how your company can plan and host
safe Christmas gatherings for your employees.

Safe
Christmas Parties
How to Plan your Company's Holiday Party
- Pointers from The Norwegian Hospitality Association
Establish a dialogue with the restaurant you plan to book, early in the planning process,
so you can work together on how to best host a safe and fun gathering.
Be an inquisitive customer - ask the restaurant about their Covid-19 routines. If you don't
feel comfortable with the restaurant's approach, share your concerns with their staff
ahead of the event. It's always a good idea to familiarise yourself with the cancellation
policy.
Assess how many guests you expect to attend. Maybe this year you could split up the
gathering into smaller groups from different departments? Note that rhe regulations set
a limit of 20 participants at Christmas dinners and other social gatherings in connection
with work and school.
Make a seating chart in advance. People who work closely together on a daily basis
should be placed at the same table. Larger groups should be seated in separate groups,
so that all the guests are not seated at the same table.
Plan the event so that your guests keep their seats throughout the event. Avoid
situations where guests mingle.
Think through how guests can travel to and from the party without risking Covid-19
exposure.
Consider the guests' access to alcohol, and think through how many units of alcohol
each guests should be served.
Establish set start and end times for the official program, regardless of whether the
gathering occurs during daytime or in the evening.
Inform your guests about which infection control rules apply. Think creatively about how
you do this!
Avoid mingling among guests and dancing, though other forms of entertainment might
be a good idea. Perhaps you could plan an informal quiz, speeches or competitions
between tables, or consider hiring comedians or other performing artists as part of the
programme?
Be sensitive: It is totally okay for employees and guests to chose not attend the
Christmas Party, if they feel uncomfortable of unsafe.

